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Human Ecology, Vol. 5, No. 1, 1977

The Adaptive Significance of Cultvral Behavior:
Comments and Reply
EugeneE. Ruyle,' F. T. Cloak,Jr.,2 L. B. Slobodkin,3
and WilliamH. Durham4

The following comments and reply concern WilliamH. Durham'sarticle
"The Adaptive Significanceof CulturalBehavior,"publishedin HumanEcology,
Vol. 4, No. 2, April 1976.

COMMENT
F. T. Cloak,Jr.
In "The AdaptiveSignificanceof CulturalBehavior,"WilliamH. Durham's
handling of methodological and factual materialsis far more successfulthan his
effort at theory building. A method of determiningand/or predictingthe costs
and benefits to individual fitness of various behaviors (Durham, 1976a; 104)
would be most worthwhile, both for cultural studies (cf Durham, 1976a: 98)
and for studies of human genetics. And I hope, with Durham(1976a;96), that
students of both sorts will agree to use "adaptation"and its variantsto refer
to fitness-enhancingoutcomes of culturalbehavior.
Durham'sexamples, his "supportingevidence"(1976a: 106-113), are well
chosen, well handled, and quite convincing.I applaudhis successfuleffort thereby to show, contra certain anthropologists, that culture does have causal relations to genetic fitness and, conversely, contra certain biologists and publicists,
that pro-fitness behaviorsmay be acquiredculturally and not genetically. [But
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his notion that people have an innate ability to recognize and adopt cultural
features that are good for them and to recognizeand reject culturalfeaturesthat
are bad for them (1976a: 97, 105) seems unintentionallyto reintroducea genetic
determinismof culture.]
The essence of Durham's thesis, however, is that most cultural determinants of human behaviorstend to increase(or at least not to diminish)the number of children begotten or borne by the behaverand/or his/her relatives,i.e.,
they enhancehis/her inclusivefitness.
Of course they do. The explanation, which Durhamappearsto have overlooked (1976a: 94), is quite simple: it is a near-universalcontingent fact (not
a theoretical principle) that human beings, as a rule, rear and enculturatetheir
own children. Wherever that is true, a cultural instruction whose behavior
helps its human carrier-enactor(or his/her relatives) to acquire more children
thereby has more little heads to get copied into. Thus culturalinstructionsthat
enhance inclusive fitness propagate through populations as generations go by,
until most extant cultural instructions have that effect. (For a more thorough
discussionof culturalinstructions,see Cloak, 1975: 162-169.)
Recognition of that simple explanation of Durham's "theory" leads to
furtherobservations:
1. As outlined, and despite 'convention"(Durham, 1976a: 91), the process
is simply one form of natural selection of cultural instructions(Cloak,
1975: 168-170). The reader can test that statement by substituting
"gene" for "culturalinstruction" and "genome" for "head," in the explanation above, starting after "true." The term "culturalselection" and
its variantsare redundant,here as elsewhere. [MarvinHarris'swell-known
thesis about India's sacred cattle excellently exemplifies this form of
natural selection of cultural instructions-not, as Durham(1976a: 91)
erroneouslyconcludes, of genetic instructions.]
2. The process has absolutely nothing to do with what happens to the
carrier-enactor'sgenotype. A culturalinstructionwhich helped its carrier
adopt children would be selected for in exactly the same way and be just
as successful, yet it would in no way enhance the carrier'sgenetic fitness;
indeed, it would probably enhance the fitness of the children'snatural
parents at the expense of the carrier'sfitness. So the fact that successful
cultural instructionsoften enhance genetic fitness is merely an accidental
truth, an empirical generalizationof no theoretical import. (A factual
thesis more generally true than Durham'swould be that most cultural
determinantsof human behaviorstend to increase, or at least not to diminish, the number of children enculturatedby the behaver and/or his/
her relatives.)
3. Nothing said here, or by Durham, theoretically precludes other cultural
instructionsbeing successful through other pathways, even though actually maladaptive(detrimentalto carrier'sinclusive fitness). [Cf Feldman
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and Lewontin (1975: 1166): "Ourrecentwork indicatesthat . .. phenotypes acquired by learning or other modes of cultural transmissioncan
spread through a population even though they lower the fitness of the
individualsshowing the phenotype." Indeed, at least one successfulgene
is maladaptive-- the T allele in the house mouse (Williams,1966: 119).]
A maladaptivebehaviormay become widespreadbecause the real unit of
natural selection (contra Durham, 1976: 92) is not the organismbut the unit
that replicates itself - the genetic or cultural instruction. An instruction of
either kind succeeds (proliferates) or fails in the environmentin which it happens to occur, according to the effects on that environment of its behavior.
There is no theoretical basis whateverfor predictingthat a certain kind of environmental effect, such as organismconstruction, maintenance, or reproduction, is more likely to lead to success than any other kind; to make such predic(such
tions, one has to make factual assumptionsabout environments-in-general
as Durham's apparent unconscious assumption about environments where
humans are enculturated), or to make factual determinations about a particularenvironmentin question.
[By the way, Durham (1976a: 105) misunderstandsand misrepresents
my remarkson the possibility of maladaptivecultural behaviors(Cloak, 1975:
171-172). I said "a cultural instructiontis [not "culture evolves"] ... like an
active parasite."I went on to say, "It may be in complete mutual symbiosiswith
the human host, in which case the behaviorit produceshas survivalvalue for itself throughthe value it has for the survival/reproductionof the host." From that
statement, one surely could as well predict Durham'sFig. IC as his ID (1976a:
103): We have no quarrel at all about the facts; for reasons of theoretical exposition, however, I emphasizedmaladaptiveinstructions.]
4. Theoretically, then, instructions are primary,and their phenotypic products are secondary,mere instrumentsby which instructionssucceed (if
they succeed). Such instruments include organismsand modifications
thereof: genetic instructions(genes) build organisms,and genetic and cultural instructions modify them, and the instructions thereby succeed.
Some cultural instructions modify (or program)humans to build artifacts and social forms, again instruments of the instruction'ssuccessprobably, but not necessarily,through their contribution to the instruction-carrier'ssurvival and/or reproduction. (Just how instructions cooperate to produce structuresof marvellouscomplexity, efficiency, and
beauty is of course a fascinatingsubject of empiricalinquiry, as are the
questions of how they compete and how they exploit and domesticate
each other and each other's products. Here, however, we are concerned
with why they do so, when they do.)
5. Another result of the organism-modificationprocess is the construction
of the physiological(neuraland humoral)basesof "wants"and "needs"-what Campbell(1965: 41) has perceptivelycalled vicariousselection sys-
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tems. Those want-and-needinstructions, through their products,control
the environment in which other instructions succeed or fail. As a rule,
of course, they favor instructions whose behavior contributes to their
success, usually by contributingto their carrier'sfitness.

Summary
Fundamentally,theoretically, there is only one processunderlyinggenetic
and cultural evolution: naturalselection. Organismfitness-enhancement("adaptive significance")is one of its practicalmechanisms;group formation and maintenance is another,often but not always throughfitness-enhancement;and needfulfillment is still another. If Durhamcan accept that formulation, and switch
from "organism-thinking"to "instruction-thinking"(Cloak, 1975: 178), he will
free himself from two handicaps: First, he can forget his worriesabout "reductionism" and "determinism"(1976a: 100, 101). Under this general theory of
naturalselection, culturalevolution is biological evolution, continued by "other"
(nongenetic) means. Second, he will spare himself the appearanceof anthropomorphism,mentalism, and wishy-washinessattendant on his discussionof kinds
of "significance," other than adaptive "significance," of cultural behaviors
(1976a: 102-106, 115).

Conclusions

Every instruction'ssuccess (or failure) depends on its environment,which
includes every other instruction in its biotope - cultural or genetic - and the
phenotypic outcomes thereof, including organisms, behaviors, artifacts, and
social forms. (For example, the genetic and cultural instructions that cause
people to rear and enculturate their own children are a very salient part of the
environmentof all culturalinstructionswhich follow Durham'sroute to success.)
Thus the theoretical relation Durham seeks is not a simple complementaritybetween one thing called "human biology" and another thing called "culture,"
but something far more complex: it is an ecological relation (cf Cloak, 1975:
175) among a myriad of individualinstructions. We do need "a general theory
for the coevolution of human biology and culture" (Durham, 1976a: 116); we
will find it, however, not by prejudgingthe relevanceof instructionalproducts
to the survivaland reproductiveneeds of individualorganismsor groups thereof,
but by tracing the pathways, wherever they lead, by which instructionalproducts meet the survivaland replicative needs of the instructions, genetic and
cultural, that produced them. In other words, attemptingto explain a behavior,
one should ask not "What does this behavior do for the organism'sfitness?"
but "How does this behavior help make places, in this environment, for the
genetic and culturalinstructionsthat it expresses?"
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COMMENT

EugeneE. Ruyle
Durham'srecent article in this journal (1976a) is a valuablecontribution
to the growing literature on biological interpretations of cultural evolution.
There are threeareaswhere I feel Durhamis on the right track. First, I was pleased
by his stress on natural selection at the individuallevel (incorporatingthe concept of inclusive fitness, a concept which is not as new as sometimes thought;
see Haldane, 1966: 131) as the decisive force in biological evolution, particularly since this point is weakened in the recent, widely acclaimedwork of Wilson (1975). Second, I was pleased to see Durham'scriticismsof the sometimes
rather casual application of the concept of natural (genetic) selection to the
explanation of cultural phenomena (Wilson, again, has been criticized in this
regard; see Allen et al., 1975). Third, I found Durham'suse of cost/benefit
analysis stimulating, particularlyin pointing out the relative freedom of lowcost activities.
However, I cannot accept Durham's rejection of the satisfaction criterion for cultural selection, nor can I accept his suggestion (pp. 97-99) that
"humans tend to behave in ways which maximize the propagation of their
genes." I find Durham'sposition in this regardboth inelegant and untenable.
My remarksare directedtowardthis point.
Both biological and cultural evolution are characterizedby adaptation,
if this term is used in its broad sense of referingto a "fit" between an organism
and its environment.This fit, however, is maintainedby quite differentmechanisms. In the case of biological or genetic evolution, the mechanismis natural
selection, or the differential reproduction of individuals.This selective mechanism leads to the selective criterion, inclusive fitness. Since offspring obtain
their genetic materials more or less unchanged from their parents, it is axiomatic that those genetically based traits that improve the relative reproductive
efficiency of individualswill tend to increase proportionatelyin the gene pool.
This process of natural selection is adaptation, in the strict sense of the term
(cf Harris,1960).
In the case of culturalevolution, however, the selectivemechanismis quite
different. Offspringmay and in most cases probably do derive much of their
cultural repertoire from their sociological parents (who may or may not be
their biological parents), but (1) other social agents such as friends, "bigmen,"
and schools are also important in the enculturation process, and (2) cultural
evolution can occur even within the life span of an individual,in contrastto the
necessarily cross-generationalnature of genetic evolution. This means that the
test of adaptationin the strict sense (but not the broad sense) is lacking,unless
one posits, as Durhamin fact does (p. 97), the existence of internal structural
rules which guide the selective retention of culturaltraits accordingto the criterion of inclusive fitness. I find this ratherdubiousbut note that, even were such
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internal rules present, they would operate, as Durham notes, by providing
"pleasurablesensory reinforcements"for certain behaviors,that is, by making
these behaviorssatisfying.
Therefore, unlike the case in genetic evolution, it is not axiomatic that
those individualswith the most offspring make the greatest contribution to the
culture of succeeding generations. What is axiomatic in cultural evolution is
that individualsbehave in ways that are pleasurable(satisfying) to them. This
is axiomatic since the test of satisfaction is the behaviorof individuals,just as
the test of fitness is the leaving of offspring. People do things becausethey are,
for whateverreason, satisfying,just as genetic traits increase because they contribute, for whatever reason, to differential reproduction. In other words, the
satisfaction criterion, like the fitness criterion in genetic evolution, is tautological, and therefore irrefutable. Its value lies in the fact that it forces us to
explain how a particulartrait contributes to the satisfactionof individuals(and,
indeed, who these individualsare, what their needs are, and how these needs are
formed), just as the synthetic theory of bioevolution forces us to explain how a
particular trait contributes to the differential reproduction of individuals(cf.
Harris,1968: 240-241).
Now, this concept of satisfaction subsumes the concept of inclusive fitness. Durham,unfortunately, misunderstandsmy argument(Ruyle, 1973) when
he claims that 'the satisfaction criterion . . . is scarcely adequate for explaining

cultural patterns of fertility control by abstinence or infanticide" (p. 106), and
"the general standard suggested for the selective retention of cultural traits
(satisfaction) could easily result in noncomplementary,nonadaptivehedonism"
(p. 116). But satisfaction as a selective criterionleads to adaptationin the broad
sense of the term simply because it is rarelysatisfyingto be maladapted.Square
wheels, crooked spears, and sickly children are unlikely to provide much satisfaction. The raisingof viable offspringand grand-offspringis almost universally
satisfying for human beings. Once these facts are taken into account, Durham's
objections must disappear.Satisfactionis the mechanismwhich maintainsadaptation and, in most cases, inclusive fitness, in cultural evolution. To insist on inclusive fitness as Durham does is to hold to an approximateand partial explanatory tool instead of a more direct and complete one.
Durhamacknowledgesthis by noting that the concept of inclusivefitness
is a tool to aid our understandingof human behavior,not necessarilythe tool or
even the best tool for all human behaviors (p. 102). Durhamseems to imply,
however, that supplementary explanations are limited to low-cost activities
(p. 115), but this is untenable. In most cases, I suspect, there is no contradiction between inclusive fitness and satisfaction, but there is abundantevidence
that, where there is, satisfaction wins out. For example, for the sake of his political convictions Karl Marx endured a poverty so bitter that it caused the death
of severalof his children. If Marxhad been behavingin a way to maximize the
propagation of his genes he could easily enough have followed an orthodox
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legal career and reareda largerfamily, but had he done so his influence on subsequent cultural evolution would have been nil. Similarlywith Lenin, who consciously decided not to have childrenin order to devote himself to the revolution. The subsequentgrowth and spreadof communismin the twentieth century
have been based on massive self-sacrificeand nonpropagationof genes by individuals. Presumably all this was ideologically and politically satisfying to
the individualsconcerned, even though it entailed considerable cost. Cultural
evolution is quite simply inexplicablewithout understandingsuch phenomena,
examplesof which could easily enough be multiplied.
A final point. Durham'sattempt to shackleculturalevolution to an essentially mechanistic process ignores the most significant aspect of humanity.
Culturalbehavioris the conscious, purposeful,and meaningfulactivity of human
beings, who create ideas in orderto satisfy their own needs. (This is not to deny
the force of custom, nor that human activity is often short-sightedand often
leads to unanticipated results.) This human characteristicwas created by the
-'blind" forces of biological evolution. However, it makes cultural evolution
fundamentally different in kind from biological evolution, in which genes are
created and altered by biochemical forces and selected accordingto an essentially mechanistic criterion. This difference opens the way for considerationsof
human happiness and even progressin culturalevolution, considerationswhich
are quite properly excluded from the study of biologicalevolution as irrelevant.
The gulf between humanity and other creatures,in short, is as great as the gulf
between life and nonlife, and any theory of cultural evolution which fails to
graspthis is doomed to failure.

COMMENT
L. B. Slobodkin
There is a curious but quite definite distinction between "advantageous"
and "having selective advantage."An advantageousbehavior or morphology
confers some benefit on an organismwhere the concept of benefit is defined by
arbitrary agreement and may even include an improvementin the organism's
likelihood of being an ancestor. "Havinga selective advantage,"by contrast,
refers to a very tightly defined evolutionary situation in which the genetic properties of some particularclass of organismswithin a population in some particular environmentalcontext confer on their possessorsthe capacity to increase
the relative frequency of their type of genes in the populationconcomitantwith
a relativediminutionof other types of genes.
Therefore, as Durhampoints out, the demonstrationthat a particularbehavioralproperty would have selective advantageif individualsof differinggeno-
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type differed in that behavior does not in any way demonstratethat in fact it
does have selective advantage in any usual evolutionary sense. This is of absolutely central importance. In fact, this criticism is at the heart of the current
controversy over the doctrines of Alexander, Wilson, and Trivers.That is, the
general argumentwhich Durhamis criticizing and which must be very seriously
criticized is "If we can show a cultural trait or property (usually ratherloosely
defined) to be the kind of thing that would have selective advantageif it were
in any way genetically determined, then, since so many things are, at least in
part, genetically determined,there probably really is some genetic basis for the
behavior.We may not have discoveredit yet. There is a kind of parsimonyin saying that that behaviorrepresentsthe outcome of a long-termselective process."
As Durhampoints out, there are severalthings wrongwith this argument.
If someone were to say that the behavioraldifferencesbetween sparrowsin New
York City and sparrowsin the countrysidewere genetic, we would demandthat
certain experiments be done to demonstrate this genetic basis.We would not be
generally satisfied by a plausibility argumentwhich says that so many things are
genetic that this must be genetic, too. Are we to be satisfiedwith less definitive
data and theory with regardto human behavioraldifferencesor regularities?
It is possible to say that we cannot experimentwith people the same way
as with sparrowsand therefore we deal with a kind of likelihood assertion.But,
really, what kind of likelihood is it?
There are well-known and clear-cut examples of genetic differences between persons alteringtheir behavior in significantways, so that personssuffering from various metabolic deficiencies (say, Tay-Sachs disease or porphyria)
may behave in a curiousfashion (Ehrmanand Parsons, 1976). The well-analyzed
cases of human behavioralgenetic difference do not involve the kind of traits
that are consideredby Alexander,Wilson, and Trivers.
Dr. J. Sohn has pointed out to me an interestingstatement in Maimonides'
Guide to the Perplexed,Chapter49:
It is well known that man requires friends all his lifetime .... When man is in
good health and prosperous he enjoys the company of his friends. In times of
trouble he is in need of them. In old age when his body is weak he is assisted by
them. This love is more frequent and more intense between parents and children
and among other relations. Perfect love, brotherhood and mutual assistance is
only found among those near to each other by relationship. The members of a
family united by common descent from the same grandfather, or even some more
distant ancestor, have towards each other a certain feeling of love, help each
other and sympathize with each other ....

It is the apparentcontention of Alexander,Wilson, and Triversthat these
feelings, modulated by distance of relationship, represent a deep genetic property of man and that somehow it is geneticallynaturalfor man to feel this way.
No explicit genetic analysis has been made. It is of interest that Maimonides
did not consider this to be instinctive, becausehis passagecontinues: "To affect
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this [sense of love and mutual assistance] is one of the chief purposesof the
Law." That is, one cannot rely on men to naturallyfeel this way. One imposes
laws which encouragethis feeling, and the remainderof his passageis concerned
with the rules of divorce, fidelity, and the relationshipbetween marriedpersons
and families. The idea that culturalinsitutions such as law are the cause of these
warm feelings is refutable by saying that culturalinstitutions are reflections of
the genetically based feelings themselves.It should be apparentby now that one
can build vast polemicalstructureson this subjectwithout any particularend.
Note the claim by Wilson (1976) that the time has come "for ethics to
be removed temporarily from the hands of the philosophers and biologicized
[sic] " and that "The question that science is now in a position to answeris the
very originand meaningof humanvalues from which all ethical pronouncements
and much of political practiceflow."
Even relativelysimple-soundingassertionsabout the geneticbasis of human
traits other than the grossly morphological or biochemicalare at the moment
extremely controversial(cfJ Kamin, 1974). One may ask why are suppositions
about frankly nonexistent genetic analyses being presented as if they represented scientific communication? That question is probably impossible to
analyze satisfactorilyin what is meant to be a brief comment on anotherarticle.
I will simply note the possibility that it is related to the oracularrole that has
been imposed on scientists in the popular imagination and the temptation to
fulfill that oracularrole in responseto an ever-present,eageraudience.
The presentation of loose plausibility argumentsas if they were fact, or
as if they had the weight of normal scientific theory, is not particularlydangerous in, for example, the study of the evolution of bryozoans or bryophytes,
but it is, curiously enough, preciselyin such fields as the evolution of bryozoans
that the most rigid of scientific standardsare appliedbefore a work is permitted
to be published and promulgated.In the area of human behaviorialevolution
there is a tendency to be looser, ratherthan more stringent,in the intellectual
criteriaapplied, as if the depth of our ignoranceabout humanbehaviorrequired
us to say something at all cost ratherthan to remainsilent. This is an extremely
dangerousstate of affairs from both the political and the social standpoint(see
Allen etal., 1975).
Durhamvery properly dissociateshimself from this curiouskind of analysis but then substitutes an analogy between the process of cultural change and
that of evolutionary change, which does not rely on any assumedgenetic infrastructure.
He introduces a theory of complementaritybetween biological and cultural evolution in which the process of cultural evolution seems to involve
selective retention of particularcultural properties and in which the coupling
between biological and cultural evolution is by a fitness criterion. That is, it
is considered to be highly unlikely that there would be selective retention of a
culturalpropertywhich tends to lower fitness.
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If there were real fitness differences in the genetic sense between individuals or between groupswithin culturesor even between cultures,then we would
anticipate that there would not be selective retention of cultural traits which
tend to lower such fitness unless they are appealingfor some other reason. The
argumentsof Alexander,Wilson, and Triverswould say that people would have
a genetic tendency to avoid the appealof such culturalproperties.I suspect that
this implies that eventually we will have a genetic aversionto cigarettesmoking
but I am not at all sure. I am certainly not sure enough to feel that I have
gained a deep insight of human behaviorby consideringthe problemin this way.
In the absence of any documentation that culturally significant behavioris dependent on observed genetic differences, Durham'sstatement that "people are
not likely to harvest energy either in a way or in amounts that would cause
them reducedfitness" is not very meaningful.
In his conclusions, Durham states: "I do not believe . . . behaviors are

controlled by genes whose frequencies were increased by natural selection."
Curiouslyenough, I do. That is, I am almost certainthat in the process of development of the primatesthere were at one time changes in behaviorallysignificant genes as a consequence of natural selection. This in no way says that that
process is going on at the present time. In fact, one can quite readily build a
model of extremely high behavioral flexibility in which the flexibility itself is
a genetic property, and, if that flexibility is sufficiently high, it becomes almost
impossible for gene frequencies to be materially altered by specific environmental pressures unless these are of extremely long duration and extremely
great force. I develop this argument at greater length elsewhere (Slobodkin,
1977a,b). Durham continues: "Rather... this correlation may largely result
from a complementary process of cultural selection which influences the re-

tention of culturaltraits accordingto the same criterionas naturalselection (i.e.,
inclusive fitness) .

. .

." I do not believe that he has developed the details of this

analogy sufficiently to permit us, for example, to use any of the more formal
theories of population genetics as paradigmsfor cultural evolution, and, until
it is developed in that way, it becomes very difficult to criticize more explicitly. Perhapsthe clearest item in the conclusion is that there exists a spectrum
ranging from complete genetic control to complete nongenetic control in behavior and that any theories which attempt to assign 100%genetic control or
100%nongenetic control are empty at best.
There is a complex evolutionary theory which addresses itself to the
question of what are the genctic mechanisms which determine the amount of
environmental vs. genetic control (Waddington,1957; Bradshaw, 1965). This
type of evolutionarytheory may provide a biological basis for the fact of complementarity in human systems. For the moment, however, the genetic component of anthropologicaltheory remains obscure. Durhamperforms a service
in denying one class of simplistic assertions. His planned substitute analysis is
an improvementbut obviously must be more fully developed in later studies.
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REPLY

WilliamH. Durham
With the publication of E. 0. Wilson's book (1975), Sociobiology: The
New Synthesis, the relationship between human biology and culture has once
again emerged as a major issue in the public and academicpress.Unfortunately,
it does not appearthat the relationshiphas been clarifiedto any greatextent by
the recent attention. Sociobiology, defined as the study of the biologicalbasis of
social behaviorin any animalspecies,proposesthat many forms of human cultural
behavior are genetically inherited and therefore a product of naturalselection.
Far from being the new synthesis we were waiting for, this is really only a more
sophisticated brand of the disciplinarychauvinismwe suffered before. There is
still not adequate allowance for nongenetic factors in the making of adaptive
human phenotypes.
Now more than ever, I feel I must point out the dangersinherentin human
sociobiology and I must reemphasizethe conceptual differences of the theory I
have proposed. In the first place, disciples of sociobiology in anthropologyand
biology must bear in mind the following:
1. The demonstration that a trait is adaptive (i.e., fitness-enhancing)for
human beings by no means proves it to be the result of naturalselection
and genetic inheritance. Because culture has been the more important
means of human adaptationin recent millennia (a point agreedupon by
Wilson and others), we have no reason to postulate a predominantly
genetic basis for a given behavioruntil culturalmechanismsof adaptation
are shown insufficient to explain the frequency and distributionof the
character.
2. The demonstration that a trait is universal or almost universal among

human societies also tells us nothing about its having a genetic basis or
not. Similar behaviors in a variety of societies can easily result from
cultural means of adaptation.A practicecan become widespreadthrough
either independent culturalevolution or diffusion, and may even be retained for different reasonsin nonsimilarhabitats.
3. Even the demonstration of a phylogenetic history of a trait cannot be
accepted as unconditional proof of its genetic origin in human beings.
First, there is good evidence that the adaptationsof other primates,for
example, include an important amount of learning (Kummer, 1971).
Second, even if a given social behavior in another primate society is
shown to have genetic transmission,this does nothing more than suggest
the possibility that the behavior evolved primarilyin the same way in
humans.
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In short, good sociobiologists will not continue to argueor advocate the
hypothesis that behaviorX has a genetic basis,not even when they know it to be
adaptive and widespread.Instead, they will present sound evidencethat requires
rejectingthe nullhypothesisthat behaviorXis not geneticallyacquired.Curiously,
none of the evidence marshalledby sociobiologists to date has made possible a
convincing rejection of the null hypothesis for any form of human social behavior. Actually, this may not be so surprisingas it seems - there are good
reasonswhy cultural processes probablyaccount for the originand maintenance
of more forms of human social behavior than genetic processes (see Durham,
1976a, pp. 100-101).
The major differencesbetween hard-linesociobiology and the theory I propose are two. First, I arguethat the observedconsistencies between human behavior and biological theory may largely result from a complementaryprocess
of cultural evolution. The process I envision would promote the adaptation of
human beings to their social and physical environmentsby cultural means, but
it would still be adaptation in the biological sense. Second, I do not suggest
that all human activities make perfect sense in terms of fitness. As a general
rule, the utility of fitness argumentsfor understandinga given human behavior
is expected to increasein proportion to the behavior'sphenotypic costs to the
behaver. Customary high-cost behaviors are expected to be fitness-enhancing
almost without exception. Low-cost behaviorsmay very well have no important
relation to fitness. In the case of human beings, the adaptivenessof a trait is
thereforenot necessarilyits most importantfeature.
When I first formalized the thoughts behind "The Adaptive Significance
of Cultural Behavior"into a manuscript,I was afraid these points were almost
too self-evident to publish. The earnest and thought-provokingcomments of
these reviewers suggest otherwise, and their criticisms deserve to be carefully
considered.
The major comment by Eugene Ruyle is that satisfaction, not fitness, is
the most direct and complete explanatorytool for human behavior.His position
follows logically from the axiomatic assertion that human beings alwaysbehave
in ways that are pleasurableor satisfyingto them. Since pleasurableactivitiesare
not always fitness-enhancing(a point we agree on), fitness will therefore not be
as useful a measureas satisfaction.
This argument, Ruyle declares, is tautological and therefore irrefutable.
What makes it tautologicalis the meaningthat "satisfaction"takeson for not being explicitly defined. If the test of satisfactionis postulated to be the (repeated)
behaviorof individuals,then satisfaction must logically be defined as "whatever
leads individualsto repeat a behavior."This of course is not a particularlysatisfying notion of satisfaction.It does include everything,it is complete, but it also
tells us nothing. If Ruyle really wants to say something more profound, he will
have to define satisfaction explicitly and describe for us a few of the properties
he wishes it to have. Unfortunately,I suspect that this is neither a trivialrequest
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nor a simple oversighton Ruyle's part. Within any sound definition of satisfaction will be implied answersto a numberof tricky questionsconcerningthe operation of selective retention. For example, if a human being is faced with a
choice between a number of altemative culturalpractices,will he or she generally choose the most satisfying? Can satisfactions always be quantified or at
least rank-orderedas that would imply? What happens if the alternativesare
satisfying in different ways? Whathappens if one is more satisfyingin the short
term and another in the long term? If Ruyle wants to use a selective retention
model for cultural evolution, he will have to explain satisfaction more carefully - in a way that makes possible its use as a yardstick for comparingalternative practices.
At times I get the feeling that Ruyle wants satisfaction to mean something other than its implicit definition. He suggests, for example, that he means
satisfaction in the sense of pleasure.If so, that is, if Ruyle reallywants pleasure
to be his criterion, then his argumentis no longer tautological and irrefutable.
"Whateverleads individualsto repeat a behavior"is not necessarilypleasurable
sensory feedback. His proposition thereby becomes a hypothesis which requires
testing just like any other: "people tend to behave in ways that produce pleasurablesensory reinforcement."In this case, he should not ask us to accept the
truth of his assertion.Ourtask should be to test it.
That bringsme to another point. Ruyle arguesthat satisfaction is a more
encompassing and therefore more basic or complete criterion of selective retention than fitness. This claim is derived from his observationthat "it is rarely
satisfying to be maladapted."If the latter is true, and if people always behave
in satisfyingways, then people will rarely counter their fitnesses, he continues,
in all the various satisfying things they may do. I wonder if Ruyle has ever
backed up one more step to ask why is it rarely satisfying to be maladapted?
Why is it that "Squarewheels, crooked spears, and sickly children are unlikely
to provide much satisfaction"?I submit that the theory that can answer these
questions, not just assume them as given "facts," is more basic and complete.
My hunch is that square wheels, crooked spears, and sickly children are unlikely to provide much satisfactionbecause they are unlikely to provide much
fitness.
The relationshipbetween adaptationand satisfaction can probably be explained as follows. Presumablythroughout the organic evolution of hominids
there was a persistent(genetic) selective advantagefor the coupling of sensory
reinforcementswith acts likely to enhance fitness and for coupling unpleasant
or painful feedback with potentially dangerousbehaviors.Presumablythe capacity for culture began evolving when there was already some coupling of this
kind. Since we may assume that this capacity for culture evolved for its adaptive benefits, culture would be very unlikely to uncouple completely or indeed
to reversethe association of fitness-enhancingactivitiesand satisfactions.As explained in my article, it is reasonableto suggestthat that this associationhas be-
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come appreciablylooser with the influence of culture (e.g., there certainlyexist
pleasurable low-cost activities which contribute essentially nothing to fitness,
Fig. IC in Durham, 1976a). Still, we would not expect to find satisfaction resulting from grosslymaladaptiveculturalbehaviors.
Therefore, I agree with Ruyle when he says, "In most cases, I suspect,
there is no contradiction between inclusive fitness and satisfaction,"but I believe that this correlationand its limits are actuallypredictedby fitness and that
they are not predicted by satisfaction. For this reason,I maintainthat fitness is
the more complete measure, and I suspect it will also provemore useful for the
analysis of high-costbehaviors.On the other hand, I absolutely agreethat fitness
may often be indirect and unnecessaryfor explaininglow-cost activities. When
satisfaction is properly defined, Ruyle's theory should be very useful in the
lower left-handcornerof Fig. IC of my article.
Finally, I see neither "abundant"nor compelling evidence that where fitness and satisfaction argumentsreally are at odds (i.e., in the case of high-cost
behaviors) "satisfaction wins out." At the risk of gross injustice to Karl Marx
in these few paragraphs,let us reconsider Ruyle's proposed counterexample.
In the first place, Ruyle suggeststhat the life of Marxhimself is a good example
that the pursuit of satisfaction may lead people to behave in ways that do
not maximize their fitnesses. Before discardingthe fitness hypothesis on these
grounds, we must always remember that any given individualcase can neither
make nor break a general, statistical prediction of tendency. As a matter of
fact, if a chosen counterexampleis widely recognized for being unusual or exaggerated,the exceptional case may ironically support the generaltendency. I
wonder, then, if the unusual dedication of Marx to his cause (perhapsthat of
Jesus Christ as well) doesn't actually reinforce my argument for the general
case. (In this discussion I will ignore along with Ruyle the reproduction of
Marx'srelativesand any possible manipulationby his parents.)
Second, in reference to Marxism,I must say that, again,I do not find the
compelling contradiction that Ruyle implies. While this may not be the best
way to interpret Marxism,I believe it is fair to say that Marxistsrealizethat existing social structures generally serve to maintain and even increase the reproductive and related advantagesof the rich at the expense of the poor (see
Meek, 1971). In a sense, Marxism seeks to deflect the perpetration of such
inequity, and Marx realized, as do his followers, that considerableself-sacrifice
may be necessaryto effect that change.Before we leap to any conclusion about
"massive self-sacrifice and nonpropagation of genes" behind this behavior, it
would be good to remember(1) that the poor may have relativelylittle to lose
and potentially much to gain (either of fitness or of its supportingresources)
and (2) that individual sacrifices are often seen as worthwhile for the benefits
expected to follow for one's descendants. In this light, perhaps even the extreme sacrifice of Marx himself becomes understandable. In the article, I
briefly discussed the possibility of cultural inertia in the event of an environmental change. It is clear that I should have included cultural forecasting as
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well. Marxmight be consideredan outstandingexample of the humanpotential
to modify behaviorin anticipationof predicted environmentalchanges. His behavior will seem altruistic only to those who do not anticipate such changes.
I believe that the remainingpoints Ruyle makes are simply elaborations
and restatementsof propositions alreadyincluded in the text (e.g., the contrast
between purposefulcultural evolution and blindly mechanisticbiologicalevolution is a point I make, albeit with less fanfare,in the section on Determinism).
Turningnow to F. T. Cloak'scomments, I find "instructionalthinking"to
be a new and more sophisticatedformulationof the older, complete analogybetween biology and culture (see Murdock, 1956, for example). This analogyproposes that alternativeforms of culturalinstructionscompete for representation
in the total pool of instructionsjust the way that genes do. Those instructions
that successfully replicatemore copies than do other variantswill ultimately increase in frequency- a process that Cloak considersnaturalselection, no more,
no less. By this reasoning,what has fitness is not the carrierorganismbut the
instruction itself; instructions are therefore expected to maximize their own reproductivesuccess.
With respect to biological evolution, instructional thinking is normally
equivalent to organismthinking for the simple reason that the replication of
instructionsoccursthroughthe reproductionof the organism.On the other hand,
the transmissionof cultural instructionsis not restrictedto that act of fertilization, as we all know. An organismcan continually acquirenew culturalinstructions and from a wide varietyof sources.This is where the problemsbegin.
Despite the appearance of complete analogy and therefore complete
accord between biological and culturalprocesses,instructionalthinkingpredicts
the existence of common cultural traits that actually impede their carrier'ssurvival and/or reproduction. For example, it is possible in instructional theory
for a cultural trait that spreadsquickly througha population,while at considerable expense to each carrier,to achievea higher"instructionalfitness" than one
which spreadsmore slowly although it enhances organismfitness (I assumethis
is what Feldman and Lewontin, 1975, refer to). This argument,while plausible,
presents Cloak and the rest of us with a challenge- to find definitiveexamples
of such traits. The appropriateplace to begin looking is in the lower right-hand
corner of my article's Fig. IC -what I consider to be the hypothetical "black
hole" of culturalbehaviors.
I must confess that I havebeen unableto find even one good example.When
I first began ruminatingon this topic severalyears ago, a numberof anthropologist friends suggestedto me that primitivewarfarewas an excellent subjectarea
in which to look for behaviorsthat are culturallymaintainedthough biologically
maladaptive.One Michiganfaculty memberinsisted that Mundurucu'headhunting would be the very case to dissuademe of my illusion. I took their suggestions,
went to work in the literature,and tried to show that the null hypothesis (Fig.
ID) cannot be rejected. The only problem is that, to date, I have found no
compelling evidence that participationin intergroupaggressionin primitiveso-
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cieties is maladaptive(Durham, 1976b). Indeed, Mundurucuiheadhuntingproved
to be one of the best examples that where first appearancesare to the contrary,
we may simply not have looked hard enough.
While we await other, definitive counterexamples,I would like to reiterate
what I believe to be the criticaloversightin the biology/cultureanalogysuggested
by Cloak and others. Wemust remember,as Cloak says, that "Everyinstruction's
success (or failure) depends upon its environment,which includes every other
instruction in its biotope - cultural or genetic - and the phenotypic outcomes
thereof, including organisms,behaviors,artifacts, and social forms." I am skeptical of Cloak's argumentsfor the simple reason that the ongoing evolution of
cultural instructions takes place in an environment which includes previously
evolved instructions of all kinds. In these terms, my article essentially proposes that that the human environmentin which culture propagateshas, from
preexisting instructions, an inherent differential selectivity for traits that enhance organism fitness. The medium, so to speak, is not passively receptive to
just any smart new cultural instruction that comes along. Rather, I believe the
medium comes with a strong bias or selection pressureagainstvariantsdeleterious to human fitness.
Actually, Cloak hints that he may agree with this as a general feature of
the environment- but he sees it as a fluke, an "accidental truth" that stems
from the curiousfact that adults generally rear and enculturate their own children. Two comments must be made here. First, it should be obvious from what
contingentfact" to be the
I have said that I do not considerthis "near-universal
sole source of any bias the medium may have. Indeed, I believe there may exist
three different classes of influences on our receptivity to new cultural instructions: (1) enculturated or learned biases (parents, teachers, and friends may in
many cases teach new carriersto be selective), (2) biological or genetic biases
(as I say in the article, I am open to the possibility that there may be a structural basis to our selectivity for certain kinds of culturalinstructions), and (3)
circumstantialbiases (arisingas Cloak suggests from propertiesof residenceand
kinship systems). Of course, I am in no position to guess at the general,relative
importance of (1), (2), or (3) behind the "genotypicallyselfish" selective retention I propose.
Second, as with Ruyle, I simply cannot let Cloak get away without examining the very "near-universalcontingent fact" on which his argumentrests.
Indeed, by the fifth paragraphthis fact creates a serious contradiction that
seems to call his entire argumentinto question. There Cloak says that, according to instructional thinking, "A cultural instruction which helped its carrier
adopt children would be selected for in exactly the same way and be just as
successful [as the instruction for rearing one's own] ." We must then ask him
why adoption is not more prevalent within human societies. How did this
practice of rearingone's own offspring get to be a "near-universalcontingent
fact" if instructional thinking is correct in implying that adoption should be
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just as successful? It certainly was not through small sample size and drift!
Cloak's own argumenton adoption stronglysuggeststhat there is no "accident"
involved if cultural instructions often enhance fitness. I fear that his own example boomerangsto support my point - but I would hope in any case that
some interested reader will take the hint and seriously reinvestigatehuman
(and/or nonhuman) adoption practices,askingwhen (underwhat circumstances)
do people adopt children,and why.
Havingsaid all this, I have a confession to make. My own argumentsactually do allow the existence of a class of culturalinstructionsthat servetheir own
reproductiveends more than our own. However,in contrast to Cloak, I suggest
that organismthinking actually predicts what kind of culturalinstructionsthese
are likely to be. The best place to look for "activeparasites"should be the lower
left-handcornerof Fig. IC.
Slobodkin and I apparentlyhave few disagreementsregardingthe relationship between biology and culture. Once or twice I get the feeling he misunderstandssome of my arguments,but that may not be very serious.For example, he
claims my predictions about the harvest of energy are not very meaningful"in
the absence of any documentation that culturallysignificantbehavioris dependent on observed genetic differences." I hope it is clearer to other readers(1)
that my comments do not require a genetic basis for culturally significantbehavior either in this case or in any other (the confusion here probably stems
from the customarypracticein population geneticsof measuringfitness differentials betweengenotypes ratherthan betweenphenotypes as requiredin a cultural
theory), and (2) that the idea of cultural selection actually suggestswe would
find variationsin humansocial behaviorto be much more dependenton cultural
than genetic differences (the reader is again referredto the section on Determinism).
Also, I am not sure that I agreewith Slobodkinabout the importanceand
priority to be given plasticity theories that explain "the genetic mechanisms
which determinethe amount of environmentalvs. genetic control" of human behavior.If I am correctin assertingthat our culturaland biologicalattributeshave
coevolved in a complementaryfashion, the question of the relative importance
of genes and learning is really much less interesting and much less important
than understandingboth the possible adaptive significanceof these attributes
and the limitations of this approach.I fear that the refinementof models for environmentalvs. geneticcontrolmightnow only get us furtherembroiledin instinct
vs. learningpolemics.
This is perhapsan appropriateplace to insert a few words of self-criticism
about the theory I have proposed. First let me say that I believe the theory's
strengthis its ability to explain the evolution of adaptiveculturalbehaviorswithout presuminga genetic basis or predispositionfor everythingwe do. I believe
the theory is also adequate for predictingits own limitationsand I reemphasize
that it does not say everythingwe do is best explainedby fitness agruments.On
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the other hand, I believe my argumentsare weakened by severalproblems beyond those suggestedby these reviewers:
1. The theory in its present formulation overemphasizesthe behavioralaspects of culture. Attention must be given to beliefs, attitudes, thoughts,
and emotions before a holistic understandingwill emerge. Although not
emphasizedin the text, these are clearly key features of human adaptation and adaptability.
2. The idea of a selective retention process for cultural evolution presupposes the existence of distinct and identifiable units of culture called
"culturaltraits," "practices,""instructions,"etc. I am not sure that the
analogy of particulatetransmissionis entirely appropriatefor culturalinheritance which lacks the discrete physical manifestation that genetic
units have.
3. I have not given sufficient emphasis to the critical distinction between
"selfishness"as it is commonly understood and "genotypic selfishness"
used as a shorthandabbreviationin the article. In no way am I prescribing a universal tendency for wanton selfishness, nor can such behavior
find justification in the theory I propose. On the contrdly, it must be reemphasized that sharing, reciprocation, give-and-take,and cooperation
are generally more adaptive and more common than pure selfishness in
the social environmentsof human beings.
4. Likewise, I failed to emphasizethat "adaptation"need not imply acceptance of and adjustment to a given social and natural environment. In
particular,a coevolutionary perspective does not imply, as does sociobiology for example, that existing social structuresare part of an immutable "naturalorder"to which individualsmust adjustor lose out. Rather,
it implies that these structures must be viewed as an outgrowth of our
culturalhistory, which in turn must be seen, in part, as the chronicle of
struggles for access to and control of life's sustainingresources.In the
course of these struggles, there are times when adaptationmay require
changingthe environment.
5. It is not always clear that I ascribeno conscious intention and no deliberate calculation to the behavior of individual human beings as they
supposedly go about tending to maximize their fitnesses. It bears reemphasis that such an ambition is assuredlythe last thing on our minds
most of the time. In fact, this may be an importantpart of happinessand
peace of mind.
6. I apologize for any "mentalismand wishy-washiness"in my discussionof
the limitations of fitness analysisfor our understandingof culturalevolution. I now realizethat only a smallhandfulof my colleagueseverconfused
the adaptivesignificanceof human behaviorwith its total significance.
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ERRATUM
An unfortunate error was made in the citation of Richard Alexander's
paper "Incest, Culture,and NaturalSelection" in my paper"The AdaptiveSignificance of CulturalBehavior"(Durham, 1976a). The errorwas introducedwithout my knowledge by changesmade after I had read and returnedthe proofs.
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